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Abstract. We discuss an inequality for graphs, which relates the distances
between components of any minimal cut set to the lengths of generators for
the homology of the graph. Our motivation arises from percolation theory.
In particular this result is applied to Cayley graphs of nite presentations of
groups with one end, where it gives an exponential bound on the number of
minimal cut sets, and thereby shows that the critical probability for percola-
tion on these graphs is neither zero nor one. We further show for this same
class of graphs that the critical probability for the coalescence of all innite
components into a single one is neither zero nor one.
Introduction
Let G =( V;E) be a locally nite graph. Given two vertices u;v 2 V ,a( u;v)
cut set   E is a set of edges that has nonempty intersection with every path
from u to v. Similarly a (u;1) cut set intersects every path from u contained in
no nite subgraph. A (u;v)c u ts e ti sminimal (an mcs) if it contains no proper
subset which is also a (u;v)c u ts e t .
Cut sets are naturally connected to homology. We will show how the distance
between the two parts of any bipartition of a minimal cut set is related to the L1
norm on the lattice of integral rst cohomology classes and hence also to the L1
norm on homology. In particular we show that no bipartition of a minimal cut set
can have its two parts separated by a distance of more than half the diameter of the
rst homology lattice. For Cayley graphs, this diameter is in turn related to the
lengths of the relators. We present the inequality in the context of locally compact,
complete, path metric spaces, associating to a graph the path metric in which the
length of every edge is one.
Our motivation comes from percolation theory [1], [3]. To date percolation has
mainly been studied on Zd, the Cayley graph for the free Abelian group with d free
generators. The basic notion in percolation theory is pc(G), the critical probability
for bond percolation on the graph G. In Bernoulli bond percolation the edges are
independently colored open with probability p. Those edges that are not open are
colored closed. The corresponding product measure on the edge colorings is denoted
Pp;G or Pp. For a xed open/closed edge coloring Eo [ Ec = E of a graph G with
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av e r t e xvdene the cluster of v to be
C(v)
def = (the connected component containing v of the subgraph (V;Eo)o fG ).
Write
v(p)
def = Pp[C(v) is innite]
for the probability that C(v) is innite if edges of G are independently colored open
with probability p. On a Cayley graph (or any graph with a vertex transitive group
action), the value of v(p) is independent of the choice of v, and hence the subscript
v is dropped. If C(v) is innite, we say that percolation occurs from v.L e t
p c
def =i n f f p j  ( p )>0 g
be the critical probability for percolation. This will be independent of the vertex
v if the graph G is connected. Site percolation is dened similarly, with vertex
coloring replacing edge coloring. These are closely related, but we will use only
bond percolation. See [3] for more information about percolation. Another critical
probability which we will use in the nal section is the critical probability for the
innite cluster to be unique. Let
pu
def =i n f f p j P p[there is exactly one innite cluster] = 1g:
The fundamental theorem of percolation theory states that if d  2, then 0 <
pc(Zd) < 1. To initiate the study of percolation on other graphs (see [1]), we would
like to start with this result. First, it is standard [3, 1.4] that pc(G)  d−1 for any
innite graph G with every vertex contained in at most d edges (e.g. Cayley graphs
for innite groups with up to d generators). This paper will concentrate on nding
conditions under which equation (0) below holds for some vertex v and constant r,
since by a Peierls argument [3, 1.4] this implies that pc(G) < 1 − r−1.
For every n (the number of (v;1) minimal cut sets in G with n elements)  rn:
(0)
Note that this fails for Z, where there are innitely many size 2 minimal cut sets,
and none of any other size. In this case pc(Z)=1 .
Conjecture 0. If Γ is a nitely generated group which is not a nite extension of
Z or Z2 ? Z2 (the innite dihedral group), then equation (0) holds for the Cayley
graph of Γ.
As a corollary to the main inequality in this paper we get
Theorem 9. If Γ is a nitely presented group which is not a nite extension of
Z or Z2 ? Z2 (the innite dihedral group), then equation (0) holds for the Cayley
graph of Γ.
Note that the case where the number of ends is not one is known (see the proof
of Theorem 9).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains denitions and notation in
the context of path metric spaces. Section 2 presents the main inequality. Section
3 describes a family of examples showing that the inequality from section 2 can be
strict. Section 4 applies the inequality to graphs, proving Conjecture 0 for nitely
presented groups. Section 5 gives a non-triviality condition for pu similar to that
of section 4 for pc.
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1. Definitions and notation
A metric space X is called a path metric space if there is a continuous additive
function l from paths in X to R0, called the length of the path, such that the
distance between any two points is equal to the inmum of the lengths of paths
joining these points.
In what follows we will assume that X is a locally compact, complete, path
metric space.
Dene X+ to be the compactication of X in which two sequences in X converge
to the same point in X+ i for every proper map from X to (0;1) the images
converge to the same point in [0;1]. (Note that a proper map is a continuous map
in which all inverse images of compact sets are compact.) The points of X+nX are
called the ends of X or the connected components of X at innity [8]. Extend the
metric by setting d(z;x)=1if z 2 X+nX and x 6= z.C a l lXconnected at innity
if X has one end or equivalently if X+ is the one point compactication of X.F o r
instance R has two ends, so R+ is homeomorphic to a closed line segment, while
R2 has one end, so (R2)+ is a sphere.
Denote by H1X the rst homology group and by H1X the rst cohomology
group of X with coecients in Z. For any map  : X ! S1,l e t
[   ]
def =  1 2 H1X;
where 1 is a xed generator of H1S1 = Z. Similarly, for any map ': S1 ! X,l e t
[ ' ]
def = '^ 1 2 H1X;
where ^ 1 is the generator of H1S1 = Z dual to the 1 above. See [7] for topological
denitions, and note that Hom(H1X;Z)=H 1Xis free.
We next dene the innity norm on H1X and the dual one norm on H1X,a n d
use these to give two measures of the sparseness of the lattice H1X; LX will be
the maximum distance between two parallel, adjacent, codimension one, ane sub-
lattices in H1X, while KX will be the minimum radius of a ball about 0 containing
a rational basis for H1X.
Let S1 =[ − 1
2;1
2] = ( − 1
2 1
2) inherit from the interval the path metric in which
antipodal points are at a distance of 1
2.G i v e nam a p  :X!S 1 ,d e n o t eb yk   k 1,
the Lipschitz constant of the map, that is:
k k1
def =s u p
x 6 = y 2 X
d (   ( x ) ; (y))
d(x;y)
: (1)
For  2 H 1X let
kk1
def =i n f fk k1 j [ ]= g : (2)
Let
LX
def =s u p fkk−1
1 j  2 H1Xnf0gg: (3)
Note that kk1 =0i =0 .I fH 1X=f 0 g ,t h e nl e tL X=0 .
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If ': S1 ! X,t h e nl e tk ' k 1
def = l('0)w h e r e' 0:[ 0 ;1] ! X is the path in X
given by '0(x)=' ( x−1
2)a n dlis the length function in X.I fh2H 1 X ,l e t
k h k 1
def =i n f
(
X
i
a i k ' i k 1j' i:S
1!Xand
ai 2 Q such that
X
i
['i] ⊗ ai = h ⊗ 1
)
:
(4)
Let
KX
def =i n f f tjthere are hi 2 H1X with
H1X ⊗ Q =s p a n f h i⊗1 gand khik1  tg:
(5)
If H1X ⊗ Q = f0g,t h e ns e tK X=0 .
We turn now to the notion of minimal cut set in a path metric space. If X is
a locally compact, complete, path metric space, with x 6= y 2 X+,t h e na n( x;y)
minimal cut set (mcs)  is a compact subset of Xnfx;yg, satisfying the following
two conditions.
( 1 )( c u ts e t )E v e r yp a t hγfrom x to y (γ:[ 0 ; 1] ! X+ with γ(0) = x and
γ(1) = y)h a sγ ([0;1])\  6= ?.
(2) (minimality)  is equal to the intersection of the closures of the two path
components of X+n containing x and y respectively.
Note that a closed subset  of X+ satises (1) i there is a continuous map
 : X+ ! R+ with (x) < 0, (y) > 0, and  = −1(0). To see this, set (z)=
d ( z;) if z is in the path component of X+n containing y,a n d ( z )=− d ( z;)
otherwise.
Note also that every cut set contains some minimal cut set. In particular, if
  X satises (1), then 00   satisfying (1) and (2) can be directly constructed
in two steps: Let 0 = Y nY ,w h e r eY is the path component of X+n containing
y.T h e nl e t 00 = ZnZ,w h e r eZis the path component of X+n0 containing x.
We would like to analyze the distance between components in a bipartition of a
minimal cut set. Given a nonempty set Y  X,l e t
C ( Y)=s u p f d ( Y 1;Y 2)jY 1[Y 2 =Yg: (6)
If C(Y )  t,t h e nY is said to be t-close.L e t
C X=s u p f C () j a n( x;y)-mcs for some points x 6= y 2 X+g: (7)
2. Main result
Theorem 1. If X is a locally compact, complete, path metric space, then 2CX 
KX.
Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of the following two lemmata.
Lemma 2. If X is a locally compact, complete, path metric space, then LX  KX.
Proof. If H1X = f0g,t h e nL X = 0; otherwise choose  2 H1Xnf0g.S i n c e
H 1 X =H o m ( H 1X;Z) is free and the norms kk1 on H1X⊗Q and kk1 on H1X⊗Q
are dual [5, p. 16], kk1khk1 j h jfor all h 2 H1X.I fH 1 X⊗ Q=s p a n f h i⊗1 g
with hi 2 H1X,t h e nh i6 =0f o rs o m eiand hence kk−1
1 
khik1
jhij  KX.
Lemma 3. If X is a locally compact, complete, path metric space, then 2CX  LX.
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Proof. We will assume that CX is nonzero, choose a minimal cut set witnessing
this, and construct from it a nonzero cohomology class with small innity norm. If
CX = 0 (which we will show must be the case if H1X = f0g) the inequality holds
trivially.
Assume that CX > 0. Choose  = 1 [ 2 an (x;y)-mcs with d(1;2) > 0
and dene ': X ! S1 =[ − 1
2;1
2] = ( − 1
2 1
2)b y r s tw r i t i n g
X=[X x[X y (8)
where Xx is the path connected component of Xn having x 2 Xx  X+,a n dX y
is the union of the remaining path components of Xn. Then let
'(z)=
"
2
min

d(z;1)
d(1;2)
;1

; (9)
where " =1i fz2[X xand " = −1i fz2X y.
To see that ['] 2 H 1X is nontrivial, rst choose points x0 and y0 in X which are
in the same connected component in X+na sxand y respectively, then choose
paths γi from x0 to y0 in Xni. The paths γi exist by the minimality of . More
explicitly, if  2 1,t h e ns i n c eXis a path space and d(1;2) > 0t h e r ei sas m a l l
path connected ball B  Xn2 containing .S i n c eis in the closure of Xx,t h e r e
is x00 2 B \ Xx; hence there is a path in Xn2 from x0 to . Similarly there is a
path in Xn2 from y0 to . These two combine to give γ2. Combining the paths
γ1 and γ2 gives a map γ: S1 ! X with '  γ: S1 ! S1 having degree one. Thus
['] 6= 0; hence H1X 6= f0g.
It only remains to bound k'k1. This will be done by two cases.
I) If fz;wg[X x or fz;wg[X y,t h e n
2 d (1;2)d('(z);'(w)) j d ( z;1)−d(w;1)jd ( z;w) (10)
where the rst inequality follows from the denition of ' and the second from the
triangle inequality.
II) If z 2 Xx and w 2 Xy, then since every path γ from z to w intersects ,
2d(1;2)d('(z);'(w))
 min(d(z;1)+d ( w;1);d(z;2)+d ( w;2))  l(γ):
(11)
Hence since X is a path space 2d(1;2)d('(z);'(w))  d(z;w) in both cases.
Thus 2d(1;2) k ' k − 1
1, and the lemma follows.
3. An example
Sometimes LX <K X. One source of examples is to choose a full rank lattice
T in the Lie group Rn,a n dt a k eX=R n =T to be the compact n-torus with the
quotient metric. Since T is Abelian and acts freely, H1X = T and it turns out that
the norm kk 1 is the L2 norm on Rn restricted to T.N o wK Xis the minimum size
of a Euclidean ball containing enough elements of T to span Rn, while LX is the
maximum distance between parallel codimension one ane subspaces spanned by
elements of T.I fThas an orthogonal basis these are the same. Now choose n =2
and T = h(2;0);(1;2)i, and check that LX =2a n dK X=
p
5.
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4. Minimal cut sets in graphs
Given a locally nite graph G =( V;E), let G also denote the path metric space
obtained by identifying the edges of G with intervals of length one. Write E also
for the set of edge midpoints of G.N o t et h a tagraph minimal cut set as dened in
the introduction is equivalent to a path space minimal cut set  for G with   E.
Corollary 4. If  is a graph minimal cut set in G,t h e n2 C ()  KG.
We now dene some auxiliary graphs: Dene the graph Gt to have vertices V ,
a n da ne d g ef x;yg if dG(x;y)  t. Dene the graph GE to have vertices E,a n da n
edge fe;fg if e and f share a vertex in G. Thus any t-close set of edge midpoints
in G is a t-close set of vertices in GE and a connected set of vertices in (GE)t.L e t
B G ( x;r)
def = fv 2 V j d(v;x)  rg.L e t
R ( G;t)
def =m a x
v 2 V
(the valence of v in G
t)
=m a x
v 2 V
(the number of elements in BG(v;t)):
Let Nn
u;v(G)b et h en u m b e ro f( u;v) graph minimal cut sets in G containing exactly
n edge midpoints.
The closeness of a graph mcs is approximately the same as for an arbitrary mcs.
More precisely:
Note 5. If x and y are vertices of G or innite points in G+,t h e n
sup
 an (x;y)-mcs
in G
C()  sup
 a graph (x;y)-mcs
in G
C()  sup
 an (x;y)-mcs
in G
C() − 1: (12)
Proof. Fix an (x;y)-mcs  in G and dene 0 = BGE(; 1
2). Now 0 is an (x;y)
cut set in G, which contains an (x;y)-mcs 00  0, with C() + 1  C(00) 
C() − 1.
Lemma 6. If G is a graph with a vertex v, then there are at most R(G;t)2n subsets
of V which are t-close, have n elements, and contain v.
Proof. Take U to be a t-close n-element subset of V containing v.S i n c eUis t-close,
the restriction of Gt to U is connected, and hence we can choose a spanning tree T
for this graph, and thence a path in Gt beginning at v with length 2n and support
T. Since the set U can be recovered from this path, it suces to note that there
are at most R(G;t)2n paths in Gt with length 2n beginning at v.
Proposition 7. If G is a graph with vertices and u and v,t h e n
N n
u;v(G)  d(v;u)

R

GE;
KG
2
2n
: (13)
Proof. Let γ be a path from u to v of length d(u;v). Any graph (u;v)-mcs ,
intersects γ and is KG
2 -close. Thus the bound follows from Lemma 6.
Proposition 8. If G is a graph with one end, u is a vertex, v is either a vertex or
the innite point in G+ and there is a bi-innite geodesic through u and v,t h e n
N
n
u;v(G)  nKG

R

GE;
KG
2
2n
: (14)
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Proof. Assume that v is a vertex. Since G is connected at innity, every (u;v)-
mcs must intersect both the geodesic segment between u and v and one of the two
unbounded geodesics either from u or from v. Since every minimal cut set is KG
2 -
close, every minimal cut set with at most n elements has every pair of elements at
most nKG
2 apart. Thus there must either be two intersections between the cut set
and the geodesic within nKG
2 of u or within nKG
2 of v. Applying Lemma 6 gives
the bound.
If v is the innite point, then both intersection points must be within nKG
2 of u,
and we actually get a better bound by a factor of two.
Example 1. If G is a tree, then KG =0 .
Example 2. If G is the Cayley graph for Zd with d  2 generators, then KG =4
and R(GE;2) = 3 − 6d +8 d 2.
Example 3. If G is the Cayley graph of any nitely generated group
hg1;:::;g m jRi;
then
KG  max
r2R
flength of the cyclic reduction of the relation rg (15)
and R(GE; KG
2 )  2(2m)
KG
2 .
Theorem 9. If Γ is a nitely presented group which is not a nite extension of
Z or Z2 ? Z2 (the innite dihedral group), then equation (0) holds for the Cayley
graph of Γ.
Proof. Take Γ to be a nitely presented group with k generators, and write G =
(V;E) for the Cayley graph of Γ, with a xed vertex v 2 V . If Γ is not connected
at innity, the theorem is known.
Groups with zero ends are nite, so percolation does not make sense and equation
(0) holds trivially.
Groups with two ends are nite extensions of Z or Z2?Z2 [8, 4.A.6.5], (so pc =1 ) .
Groups with more than two ends contain a copy of Z?Z [8, 5.A.10], and are thus
not amenable [6, 2.2.5] since Z ? Z lacks an invariant mean. That non-amenable
groups satisfy equation (0) can be seen by noting that if G is the Cayley graph
of a non-amenable group, then there is a constant kG such that for every A  V
with jAj elements, the number of edges with exactly one end in A is always at least
kGjAj.T h u sf o ra( v;1) minimal cut set  with n edges, the number of vertices in
the connected component of Gn which contains v is at most k
−1
G n, and hence the
number of possible cut sets of size n is at most the number of connected subgraphs
of G containing v and having at most k
−1
G n vertices, which by Lemma 6 for a group
with m generators is at most (2m)2k
−1
G n.
Finally, if Γ is connected at innity and has a bi-innite geodesic through v,
then by Example 3 and Proposition 8 we get Nn
v;1(G)  2nKG(4(2k)KG)n.T h u s
it only remains to show that every innite Cayley graph has some bi-innite geodesic
through v. This can be done, using the action of the group Γ on the graph G,b y
choosing any innite sequence of distinct geodesics through v and translating each
of them so that v is within 1
2 of each center. Now since every nite diameter ball
is nite, we can choose successive innite subsequences which agree in arbitrarily
large balls.
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5. On the uniqueness of the infinite percolation cluster
For percolation on Zd,i f ( p )>0, then there exists, with probability one, a
unique innite open cluster (connected component of the subgraph with the edges
colored open). See [3] and the elegant proof in [2]. As was shown in [4], for
percolation on a (k-regular tree)  Z,t h i si sn o tt h ec a s ei fkis suciently large.
For some values of p, uniqueness holds, while for others, there are innitely many
innite clusters. Benjamini and Schramm [1] dened
pu
def =i n f f pjP p[there is exactly one innite cluster] = 1g; (16)
conjectured that pc <p ufor percolation on non-amenable Cayley graphs, and
asked whether pu < 1 for transitive graphs with one end. Here we show the second
inequality for Cayley graphs of nitely presented groups.
Theorem 10. For Cayley graphs of nitely presented groups with one end, pu < 1.
Proof. Fix a nitely presented group Γ with one end, and a Cayley graph G.F i x
tsuch that every minimal cut set in G is t-close, and choose p with 1 >p>
maxf1 − pc(Gt);p c(G)g.N o w
P p;G [there are at least two innite components of the open subgraph]
 Pp;G [there is an innite graph minimal cut set in G with all edges closed]
 Pp;G [there is an innite t-close set of closed edges]
 Pp;Gt [Gt has an innite closed cluster] = 0:
(17)
The rst inequality follows from the fact that if u 2 C1 and v 2 C2 are two
innite open clusters in a certain coloring of G, then there is a graph (u;v)-cut set,
hence mcs, containing only closed edges. This cut set must be innite since G is
connected at innity, and C1 and C2 are innite. The second inequality follows
from the fact that minimal cut sets in G are t-close. The nal inequality follows
from the observation that one way to sample from Pp;Gt is to choose a coloring in
Pp;G and then add the remaining edges independently. The nal equality follows
from the fact p>1−p c( G t).
Thus with p chosen as above there is probability one of either one or zero innite
components, but since p>p c ( G ) there is probability one of having at least one
innite component.
Questions
Question 1. Does having some exponential bound on the number of minimal cut
sets of size n in a Cayley graph depend only on the group and not on the choice of
generators?
Question 2. Does the property \CG is nite" for a Cayley graph depend only on
the group and not on the choice of generators?
Question 3. Are there nitely generated groups with one end so that CG is not
nite? Any such group must be innitely presented.
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